BOOK LIST

for Kids Read identity:

Class Clown +

Elephants
Class Clown

Class Clown readers LOVE books that make them laugh! You enjoy books with outrageous characters doing radical things.

This list helps Class Clown readers find funny books that are also about elephants.

- Disney Dumbo Circus of Dreams by Kari H. Sutherland
- An Elephant and Piggie Biggie by Mo Willems
- The Elephant's Guide to Hide and Seek by Kjersten Hayes
- Elmer and the Tune by David McKee
- Horton Hears a Who by Seuss
- The Problem with Being Slightly Heroic by Uma Krishnaswami
- "Stand Back", Said the Elephant, "I'm Going to Sneeze!" by Patricia Thomas
- What to Do if an Elephant Stands on Your Foot by Michelle Robinson
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